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Two studies, desiRned to investigate the development of trait oral
commu,lication apprehension among children, served as validation for a
preliminary factor-based instrument, called the Measure of Elementary
Communication Apprehension (MECA). MECA was administered orally to
young children and in written form to older adolescent students.
E bjects were 595 upper-elementary school children in Lincoln, Neb-
raska and 2,375 elementary, middle, and senior hirLh school students
in two county school districts in West Virginia. Tvo hypotheses rel-
ating apprehension to both sex of the subjects and their age were
tested. Results indicated that (1) oral communication apprehension
was found to exist from the first to the twelfth grade with consis-
tent reliability of measurement, and (2) /ECA was positively related
to three existing trait measures of oral communication apprehension.
Theory and research issue:: related to the develoyment of oral communi-
cation apprehension in children are also discussed.
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1-1EAS=11.77 OF CO1.7.177TCATTON _aMOITr- CHILDR7N1

Durinr: the last decade, at least 10 studies a yPar have continued to

generate kne-,71d7e, claims towar:. a theory of oral communication apprehension

(cf. :-:cCrosev, 1970, 1975, 1976a, 1977). Despite the fact that communication

apprehension, or more simply.. CA, has been recognized and researched as a

significant human communic;Ition,construct, progress toward the further dev-

elopment cf its theoretical undenoinnings has been hampered by surprisingly

little research in several areas. First, the distinction between state and

trait apprehension has not been consistPntly accepted (cf. Lamb, 1972;

Mischel, 1963; Spielberger, 1966; Spielberger & Lushene, 1970; Spielberger,

Gorsuch, & Tushene,. 1969). Second, the multidimensional nature of CA has

not been fully isolated (cf. P. Andersen, J. Andersen & J. Garrison, in

press; Daly & McCroskey, 1970. Whee1es:5, 1975). Third, CA

studies have generally failed to investigate subjects other than college

students or odults (cf. McCroskeY & Daly, 1976; Wheeless,'1971). neCroskey

and Daly (1976) summarized this measurement issue when they wrote:

Decause of the current lack of availability of an

adequate measure of communication apprehension that

can be administered to children below the seventh-

grade level, the exact extent of communication ap-

prehension among school children has not been estab-

,lished (p. 68).

If it is possible to develop a reliable and valid measure of oral CA for

children, it may then be possible to- more completely and fully understand

the causes of the apprehension trait. The objectives of this paper were

to clearly identify, delimit, and reliably measure the oral CA construct

i

iamong School children.

(Communication Disorders of Children

Several biological factors central to the development of communication

i
in children are helpful in explaining "communication disorders." Many of

these disorders are isolated-in the lefticerebral hemisphere of the brain,

and are frequently encountered by both speech therapists and classroom-

1 teachers. The left brain hemisphere geverns verbal ability, as well as

speech, reading, and wciting (P. Andersen, J. Garrison, & J. Andersen, 1975;

'Galin & Ornstein, 197;..f; Milner, 1971A Moscovich, 1973; Smith, 1966; Sperry,

1967, 1968, 1973). A child's capacity for verbal commurication, or.more

specifically language acquisition, is int1mately related to the maturational

history of the brain and to the unique degree of lateralization of brain

functioning (Wood, 1976). The development of oral CA may also be'related to

li,iteralization of specific brain functions.

Estimates of the incidence of communication disorders range from five

percent (Eisenson & 1971) to somewhat over 10 percent of the young

people currently enrolled in public'elementary and secondarys-schools (Metz,

.1973) These estimates include children who are blind, crippled, deaf
emotionally.distubed, hard of hetlring, learning disabled, mentally retarded,

//.
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sighted, or sp.-ech rpaircl Recent :u.-evalen.:e figtires indicate

We should assume modest over'an in the total listed

in the literature, but we must still recormize that

approximately 20,000,000 persons in this country have

communicative handicaps worthy of our concern. Moreover,

at least a third (about seven million) suffer either

substantial or severe educatonal, social, and economic

disadvantages. Finally, approximately one-fifth of the

frand total (between four and five million) consist of

persons under twenty one years of av:e (U. S. Department

of Health, Education, Welfare, 1976, p. 19).

Speech disorders. The consequences of disordered ,communication in

later life are of a magnitude seldom realized. More children today are

handicappiA by disorders of speech and communication than by any other

disabling, condition (Jchnson,'Brown, Curtis, Edney, & Keaster, 1967T. Lilly-

white, Young, & Olmstead, 1970; Wood, 1976). One interesting aspect of the

known prevalence figures is that the ratio of boys to girls suffering from

oral communication disorders is about 2 cr 3 tc 1. Generally, this ratio

holds for other left hemispheric brain discrder in many of the speech and

writing areas (Lillywhite, et al., 1971).

'Stuttering, a fairly common speech disorder, occurs "when the flow

of speech is interruPted abnormally byrepititions or prolongations of

sounds, or by avoidance reactions" (Van Riper. 1963, P.-311). A stutterer

fdars many specific words, communicative situations, and selected listeners.

Stutterers also develop general anxiety states and entertain feelings of

guilt which are often expressed in hostile behaYiors these behaviors, in

turn, can gen7-rate further feelings of guilt. Van Riper's (1963, 1973)

developmental sL! 'es of stuttering identify several situational fears which

trigger a lifetime of serious communicative disorders. The fourth stage of

.full-blown secondary stuttering.occurs.when fear is the covert, or internal,

reaction and avoidance is the ob,Tricus behavior (cf. Andrews & Harris, 1964:

Van Riper, 1973). Stutterinf,,, then, can'be considered as an anxiety reaction

associated specifically with speaking situations(Eisenson & Ogilvie, 1971).

From this.definitional view:.7,oint,
stuttering would seem to be strongly

related to severe oral-CA. Although help for stutterers and other speech

handicapped students is availab2a in the public sc,hool systems today, other

communication disorders, perhaps related to or including CA, are not a2

.easily recognized or actively treated.

Communication apprehension. As noted previously, the list of communi-

cation disorders tha. affect the behavior of children is extremely large.

A debilitating handicap that.is typically excluded from this list is CA.

A child with trait. oral cOmmu,lication apprehension is a child whOse level of'

anxiety ,or fear is prompted from either real or anticipated situations

involving talking with another person or persons. A highly apprehensive



individual anticipates negative feelings and outcomes from communication
and will either a7oid communication, if possible, or suffer from a variety
of anxiety-ridden feelings while engaged in communication encounters. With-

drawal from c=municatirn situations is r-chably th-", most obvious socially
m.:,ladaptive behavior associated with CA. but it is often confused with a

number of other personality, psychological. and social abnormalities, esp-
e:.ially in children. CA. then, may be the sing1,- most pervasive handicap
confronting children in our schools (ncCroshey. 1976a). Since a student's

communication behavior may not always indicate apprehension. new measurement
approaches desirned to detect oral CA among children are clearly needed.: In

a re'i-iew of both the 01,ementary-level speech disorder and CA literature

Wheeless (1971) concludeii that:

Although most research on this Problem has been done
with college students. it is reasonable to assume that
communication apprehension has its origins in the early

years. The penalties, frustrations: anxieties, guilts,
and hostilities which manifest themselves in speech
disorders may well produce severe communication appre-
hension. Also, that various forms of communication
apprehension contribute to speech disorders is relatively
well established (pl. 297),

While considerable tjme and research has been devoted to controlling the

speech disorders of children, persons concerned with studying both communi-

cation process and disorders of communication have not extended this concern

to CA, a phenomena which appears clearly detrimental to many educational

and socialization processes.

Some research under the label of speech fright has provided prelimin-

ary indications of the general nature of oral CA in the elementary grades.

One such effort (Shaw, 1966) developed a measure of speech fright which

included introspective tests and observers' ratings; 'however, this approach

recuired trained.personnel and excessive time to conduct individual inter-

views. Another effort, using physiological measures to detect speech fright

(Wheeless, 1.967), found that Galvanic Skin Response (GSR) could be admini-

stered.to elementary school children, but administratin was time consuming,

and the results were sufficiently more difficult to interpret than GSR

measures of adults. Wheeeless (1971) has suggested that human cemmunication

researchers must devote more of their time and Tesearch.outSide university

walls to CA; although this suggestion obviously has not been followed. The

difficult issue of hov best to measure oral CA among children is summarized

in the following observations!

No adequate paper and pencil test has been developed
for elementary.school children. However, the intro-
spective test would tend to better isolate the child
who unsatisfactorily internalizes and generalizes
communication situations which are anxiety producing.

It would appear, therefore,,that the intrdspective



.7,thod of screening would be the best means of
isolation if tests could be Leveloted, for Lxample,
that called for 'cgicring -:-...ictures rather t-nan
read4ng and writirg (Whieqs, 1971, p

Thus, while it appears that children's apprehension levels oan be mea6urcd,
it is equally apparent that serir.,us difficulties rerin.

Research Ouestions

The problems associated with the measurement of CA among children
generated a general research ouestion: Is oral CA a viable construct
ar:long children? Three spec4fic research cuestions were also formulated.

Q1,: Can a self-report instrument reliably measure
oral CA among children?

Are children's measures of oral CA fletorially
valid?

fl-lat is the- relationship between known measures

of oral CA and self-report measures of oral CA
among children?

If _the--\-riability of self-report measures can be demonstrated, then it would
be additionally important to determine the prevalence and distribution of
oral CA across several diverse populations of children. Thus, a second

-research question was also advanced:

Q
2

: Hoy is oral.CA distributed among children?

RATIONALE. A11D HYPOTHESES

Sex of Subject

Research through the preschool years and into the early school years
has consistently found girls to exceed boys in most aspects of verbal per-
formance. Girls say their first word sorner, articulate more clearly and at
an earlier age,.use longer.sentences, and are generally more fluent (tlaccoby,
1966). The elementary-level'speech disorder literature.also indicates that
boys have significantly mOre oral communication disorders than girls. However,
.from McCroskey's earliest CA research to the recent research of P. Andersen,
et al. (in press), male college'students have been observed to have signifi-
cantly lower oral CA tha-a female college students. Additionally, the phys-
iological research reported by Porter (1974) confirms thia finding, indi-
cating that ''females not onlyreported more fear but autoncmic arousal was
absolutely higher and increasd at a faster rate than males" (p. 275). The
current CA literature is inconsistent with the elementary-level speech dis-
order literature, 'and may not be generalizable to younger subjects. Further-
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the bran =idednPss literature sugge=ts that the maturational history

-f the brain iS.P,so an important consideration. For these reasons, the

llowing hytothesis was advanced:

Girls will ha'.-e signfic,3ntly lower oral CA

than will boys (11 c.05).

Age -A: SublPct

ResearchPrs in several academic disciplines have consistently obserVed

that older children communicate more effectively-than younFer children (cf.

Flavell, Botkin, Fry, Wright, & Jarvis, 1963- Krauss & Glucksberg, 1969;

Fiaget, 1959), This developmental trend has been:seen as a symptom of the

decline in egocentricism as children grcy oldPr. However, thP CA literature

differs with that reported in other.fields. Significant increases in speech :

fright were observed by-Shav (1966) in the upper-elementary grades. The

incidence of spPech fright, as measured by GSR, was also observed by Wheel-

ess (1967) to increase significantly between the third and sixth Frades.

.Wheeless concluded later, as a further link between elementary-level speech

disorders and CA. that 'although speech disorders decrease as the sample
becomes older: the opposite appears to be true of communication apprehension"

(1971, p. 298). Based on this rationale, and since recent research has not

empirically tested the relationship between oral CA and the age or grade

level of students, it was.nypothesized that.

H
2

: Cral CA is positively rPlated to the age
of children (pc--05).

METHOD AND PROCLDURES

Slection of Subjects

Research plans for twOstudies provided information for determining

the minimum number of subjects necessary to detect small effect size differ-

ences with a statistical power ratio of .80 at alpha .05 (cf. Cohen, 1969;

Kirk, 1968). Sampling procedures for these separate studies combined non-
probability .and probability sampling techniques (cf. Babbie 1973). General

nu)tistage cluster sampling waS chosen for the second study, as- the second

research question prompted the Selection of several diverse samples of

subjects not easily listed in a single, global population.

Study 1. 595 fourth, fifth, and sixth graders were selected from the

Lincoln, Nebraska public schools using stratification of grade,. sex, and

socio-economic background in systematic sampling procedures. The sampling

ratio by elementary school was one-to-five. .

Study 2. A nonprobahility sample, utilized to select,a wide yariety

of respondents, consisted of 2,375 elementary, middle, and senior high school

students selected from the Pleasants and Wood County, West Virginia public

schools.

7



De7elcnment of the :leasure of Elementar-.--Commun'r'rt40.1 Areheasion

on:Ler to 7.easure rral CA amonr. oT ldrer, L4he-t-ty7e staem.--r_ts
1:tilirinr: smiling. and frc-znin7 faces .::ere se1ected frcm an earlier version

the :leasurc of Elementary Co=nication Apnrehension (=A) instr,..Iment
used 1::.r the authors in a pilot study (cf. J. Crriscn . Gar-rison. 1o15).
Previous empirical researe'r in communication and other fields has in:Hcated
that modifications can e made in existing rl.,-nsu-renent instrunents desi7noi
for adults makint: the= aPnlicable for child-ren I7-:.thout seriously leopor-
dizing reliability and 7.alidity. (ef. Castane:,a, yccaridless, Ez Palermo, 1956'

2arason. 1°61 Keller jis L'A.bnte 1960; Lnurhlin.
O'Connor. Powell. F: Pro-sle,r, 1965 TcCroskey, 1070 SqrPson Davirlson
hall. baite. & Fues'o:-.sh 19(0). '(2,'"eever- othor 1-eesrchers hav,. employed
ci7747r face oue5t4onnr.i'res and have -''r,und thom to b.- highly rel-Tablo with
existinc: instruments (e.g.. Dunham & Herman. lc'75 Kunin. 195). TECA vas
revised for these studies following, TIcCroskey's (1270) guidelines for adapt-
ing his Personal Report of Communication Apprehension ColleF.I:e Form (Fp;CA;

!cCroskey Theeless, 1976) for use by middle nd senior high school students.
Table 1 reports the complete MECA instrument.

Insert Table 1 about 'nere

Adr'itional Teasures of Oral_ Commun.ication.Arrrehension

.Three trait measures of ornl CA were also administered to the subjetts
in study t,Jo. Table 2 presents the list of items used. The 10 item Oral
Com=unication Apprehension Scle (OCAS IcCroshey, 197(b) attained an internal
reliability ranging frnm .15 to .91. A 10 item short form of McCroskey's
PRCA was also completed by the West Viruinia students, and its reliability
ranged from .53 to .33. The 19 item Verbi1. Activity Scale which measures
self-perception of the wnount of communication activity a person en-
gages in (VAS ncCroskey, 197(b).-was also included'in the second_study.
Reliability coefficients ranged .:rom .67 to..90 for the VAS. The (7,rade level

and sex of the respondent werc ascertained using omen-ended self-report
questions.

1sert Table 2 about here

Stntistical Analyses.

FactOr analysis data were submitted to princii)al components factor
analysis, utilizing orthogonal and oblique rotations . in order to rep-
licate the expected two-factor MECA solution (J. Garrison Fc K. Carrison
1975). The extraction-of valid factors utilized the 1.0 eigenvalue criteria



the fore 7=cedure for determining the numter of factors present. Indi-
v:d-_zP7 scale items requir.-d primal-y factpr loadinr:s r),"' .60 or greater_ with
no_secondary loading higher thar .40. An extracted factor was also recraired
to haye an internal roli,,bi7itv of Pt least 7::7

Factor analysis data ;:ere submitted to two statistical packages as in-
denendPnt chec:Is eln the fartor ctructure Goodni7,ht,

Helwig 197, Biemed - F Spries Dixon 1975). Kaiser's (170) second gen-
eration LIT= JIFFY program was computed fca the most stable factor struc-
turP 4n each sample. in orde,- to compute Kaiser and Panka's (1972) easure
of Samp7inr: Adeo.uacy (:7L7A).3 Sinre ::SA has been emnirirally shOwn to mildlv
underfactor (cf. Cernv & Kaiser lc277 Kaiser FicP. loTb), an additional
critPria cf a i30 7:SA. was.adnntod for detPrminim7 how accurate each sar.i.ple
was for facter'analqis.

Analysis cf the Data

Research question lA was answered by tvo indepPndent tests of internal
reliability.

T:esearch question 1B was answered by principal components factor
analysis, with both orthoc7onal and oblique rotations to simple structure

Research question 1C was tested.I:ith Pearson product-moment corre-7.
lations, determining the relationship cf =A to 7cCI-eskey's alternate
measures of oral CA.

The second research question was answered by obtaining frequency
distributions for :.fECA scores in both studies.

Eymothesis one the relationship between elementary-level oral CA
and sex of the subject vas tested utilizinc: a one-way analysis of variance.

Hypothesis two, the relationship between oral CA at the elementary
level and the age/grade level of the Subject was tested utilizing one-way
analysis of variance and trend analysis.

nEf'.ULTS

Study'l

Factor analysis pf the 20-item MECA indicated the existence of two
factors with eigenvalues greater than 1.0 (see Table 3). The Scree proce-
dure and the factor loading criteria indicated that the two-factor solution
was correct. Factor I contained seven items and was labeled "public.'
Factor TI was labeled "interpersonal and contained five items. All of

the primary factor loadings for the resulting twelve item NECA instrument
exceeded .r,O.

Insert, Table 3 about hero

9



The seven -7te-, 17>A:olic factor had an ,-stimated reliability coefficient

of using the split-half metl,od and .79 using Nurnally's formula.
.t.actor II, the five item interpersonal facto; had a splitr.half reliability
of .7E. TJsin Nunnally's formula t'ne reliability was .77.

Hypothesis one, that elementary-leve7 girls have significantly lower
oral CA than boys was not confirmed in study one. The main effect for sex
was not significant (F= 1, di = 1,593, p :-.05). Girls (X. = 54.38, ;:.= 285)
did nct have significsntly 11517er oral CA than did boys (X = 54.41, N-= 310).

Hypothesis two, that a positive relationship exists between oral CA
and age/grade level was tested by pne7way analysis of variance and trend
analysis. No significant effects Tor age/grade level existed across the
fourth (x = 54.90, N = 215), fifth (5f = 54.11, N = 206), and sixth'graders
(fi = 54.15, N = 174). The main ef=ect for ase/grade level was not signifi-
cant (F = 1.38, di = 2, 592, p

Study 2

Factor analysis data from the, larger sample of students in West Vir-
ginia also clearly indicated a tw&;-factor MECA solution (see Table 3).
FaCitor I contained the same seven, items as the first factor extracted in
study one; all items related to coMmunication 'situations invoving public
speaking. Factor II contained five items, related to interpersonal communi-
cation situations, identical to those loading on the aecond factor in study
one. ,Frimary factor loading exceed .60 for the same 12 item MECA instrument
that met measurement criteria in study one.

.
Reliability estimates of the public factor were .78 using the split-

half method and .80 using Nunnally's formula. The five item interpersonal
factor attianed a split-half reliability of .76 and .78 using Nunnally's
formula

CrOnbach (1949) has indicated that onp measure of construct validity
is fact4ial validity, the result of a factor analysis of all 'items pur-
porting to represent a construct. This exact replication of MECA on two
reasonab2y dissimilar populations offers support for the factorial validity
of the instrument and the CA construct among children. Additionally, the
eight measures of interinal reliability computed using two different relia-

,
bility coefficients, ra'nging from .76 to .80 across the two samples, indi-
cated an acceptable level of internal consistency for MECA. Means, standard
deviations, and reliabilities of MECA and McCroskey's alternate measures of
oral CA are reported in Table 4.

Insert Table 4 about here

0
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Fesults of Pearson product-moment correlations Provided a rrecise test
of the relationships among YIECA and McCroskey's alternate measures of oral
Table 5 repsrts the intercorrelations among the four CA measures. The
overall correlation across czrade levels for MECA and OCAS was. .65. Forty
two rercent_oc=16n variance is reflected in the relationship between these_
two measures of oral CA. The correlation between MECA and PRCA, short for=
was .58. Only thirty four percent common variance was represented here.
Finally, the correlation between I:TCA and VAS was .33. As might be expected
in this test of discriminant validity, the measurement of self-perceptions
of verbal actiVity is nct as meaningfully related to MECA (shared variance
= 115), since MECA and VAS were not designed to measure similar constructs.
Intercorrleations of all four measures, by grade level; are reported in
Table 6. Table 7 also reports that apprehension scores span the entire
MECA instrument and are approximately normally distributed.

Insert Tables 5, 6, and 7 about here

Hypothesis one was not confirmed in stue, one_ but study two indicated
a_significant main effect for sex (F = 6.92, df = 1, 2289, p ( .001). Girls

= 52.81, N = 1143) had significantly lower MECA scores than did boys
(Y. = 5L.05, N 1148). However, by omega-sauared estimate (Kirk, 1969),
sex accounted for less than one-fourth of one percent of the variance in
apprehension.

The second hypothesis relating apprehension and the age/grade level of
the subjects also revealed a significant main effect (F = 19.32, df = 11,
2345, p<.000.1). Variance inapprehension attributable to age was 8.3%

= .0831). Trend analysis yielded a linear component (p =...0001), with
no significant departure from linearity (p;>.25). Condition means appenr

in Table 4.

DISCUSION

Interpretation of Results

The major research question posed in these two studies examined whether
an adequate measure of oral CA could be developed for children. Based on
the rationalethat.measurement of oral CA among children has previously met
serious difficulties, a self-renort measure was 'designed to meet this need.
Two important criteria for evaluating a measurement instrument are, obviously,
its reliability and validity. MECA was found to be highly and consistently
internally reliable on different populations using different internal relia-
bility estimates. Test-retest data over a two-week period, assessed in the
Nebraska sample, indicated a reliability of .80. Reliabilities of the two
MECA factors were also in the acceptable reliability range of .76 to .80.
Additionally, total instrument reliability ranged from .71 in the first grade
to .86 in the 'twelfth grade.

it



7a:.idity of MECA -1.s initially established in three ways. Firs.. the
'n-trument was determ_ei to Posess face validity by -several ocmmunication
-esearchers, and most of the items were conztracter: by modifying othr known
,.:ra7 CA instruments. Second, MECI. was determined to be factcrially valid
aooss two diverse toru7Pt=r,ns. a:77ain establishinz const1-1^' -,r,7-7-;ity for

the r,,-PgurAment of or,-7 CA among ohildr. 7in.'ly, was showr to b<-
hi,Thly related to three othr measures of oral

In addition. elementary-level girls were found to rosess lover overall
levels of..oral CA, even ir the. early elementary years. AFe was predicted
and found.to, be significant)7 related to CA. As hroothesized, these'findirF7s
supported:the early childhood education 14terature pnd suI,stantiatos the hnc.w.--
le1.7e.claim that CA has its origin in the early years:-

Limitations of the Present Res=,arch

A sinificant limitation of these studies was the reliance on a self-
report measure of oral._CA among children. While this approach:appears to be
more reliable and valid than previous measurement attempts, fUture studies-
should correlate the new self-report measures with unobtrusive (cf. Webb,
Camrbell. Schwartz; & Sechrest, 1966) and actual, observed behavioral measures
of apprehension. These procedures would substantially strengthen the pre-
dictive validity of the current version of MECA.

This study observed two distinct samples, but more diverse samples should
be obtained in future invstigations. Development of normative standards for
future apprehension research will probably need from 1000 to 1500 students
at every grade level. AttEmpts should also be made to gather data from pre-
school children as well. Longitudinal CA research would also serve to enhance
the generalizabilfty of the MECA instrument.

Etiology of Oral Communication Apprehension

While the causes of oral CA may neVer be comPletely understood, our
discussion would not be complete if it did not include both environmental
and hereditary influences in addition to the biological factors outlined

McCroskey and Wheeless (1976) have:also suggeSted that the causes
of (2[ are not fully known, but they specifically believe that it is produced
in the individual by the conditioning aspects/of:the environment in which
he or she grows and matures. They suggeSt: /

The best explanation for the existence of the
communication apprehension pyndrome is one of
'patterned conditioning.' ...It is thought that
communication apprehension is developed from
early chidhood by the prptess of reinforce-
ment. If a child is not/reinforced for com-
municating with his or ,her parents, peers,
or teachers, it is likely that the child
will develop coamunication apprehension
(p. 88).

12



study oOnducted by Randolph and McCroskey (1977) points to

relationship between family size and differential levels of

.1dren, '111. findings of their study support the theory that

increases, the cOmmunication skills of the children in the

;e, and the amount of positivereinforcement decreaLes corres-

McCroskey and his associates have conoentrated on the environ-

of CA, the interaction conceptim is the most prevalent today

,f developmental_psyohology (cf. Endler, Boulter, & Osser, 1976).

;his conception, all behavior is the product of interactions

Ltary and environmental factors. Some longitudinal and antero-

Lrch has examined the nature of-constitutional temperamental

children 'and their interaction with environdental influences

r formation (cf. Chess, Thomas, & Birch, 1967; Thomas, Chess,

). This research has been able to identify nine stable person-

!ristics, measurable as early.as birth or three months. These

7istics are: activity level, adaptability, approach-withirawal)

;y, intensity of reaction, persistence and attention spaa,

A., rhythmicity, and sensory threshold.

LSOn of the nine Characteristics,of temperament obServed'by

.
(1970) and.the terds used by McCroskey,. Daly; andiSo5'ensen

ribe high.oral CA.prOvides interesting results.,:High appre-

been described:as aloof, nautious, changeable; easilY .

t, reflective, reServed,restless, rigid, shy, silent, slOw,

Ly affected'by.emotions,'tense'withdrawn, and as\e, worrier.

be that, many of the characteriatics used to describe-highly

people are also Present at birth or'shortly thereafter; and

d totally by the conditioning tispectsof environmertal factors

1 (1968) and.Chess, et al. .(1967) have suggested fiat parent7

tions are bi-directiOnal, as Chess, et al. explair.

and"pracTices ale"u6Wally*

selective and.not global', with differential
characterisitcs:in,different areas of-the

child's life and with marked variability from

ch4ad to child. Parent-child interactions-.

should be analyzed not 'only for parental

influences on the child but,just as much for

the influence of the child'SNindividual:
characteristica on the parent'(1967,;p. 321)..

Ticult to determine whether it is the lack_ f-parental encourage- .

Lforcement l&ichcauses CA.' or if tdmperamen al,characteristics

lead to fewer and_lesseffective atteMptS.t .communicate,

uding the possibility of a great:deal of po it'Ve reinforcement.

it that certainenvirondents may.be more likely:tb intensify .

mt of CA than others.. Yet, we must not .overlook the possibility

)sition toward:6 oral CA in the personality coAstellations of

13 \
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Imolications for the Public Schools

The availability of MECA to both teachers and administrators will
lable them to asse8s the deturl level of oral CA among their students.
en without the administran f MECA,-teachers and parents can use.the

data from this study to min the level uf oral CA among children.
For example, situations invoivng comml,InicatiOn_performances_that_are_evalu-__
ated by others appear, to be the most apprehension producing.' The MECA items
with the highest mean apprehension level all require communicating in front
of other people (see Table 74'Items 3, 9; 12, 13) 14, and 20). The lowest .

meamapprehension level/included those items which emphasized grouP:communi-
eatiOn Situations (see Table 1, Itema 15 and 16). Based on these findingr,
it-would appear-that-group-communication-situations are less apprehensive for
most-children. Teachers should.consider such obvious tactics as alternate
seating arrangements/for the classroomAcf. McCroskey & Sheahan, 1976),
'assignments that do'not require &high degree of*oral participation from
students who are highly apprehensive (cf. BurgOon, 1975), andatrategies for
teeching which leasen the overall apprehension level in the elementary school
classroom.

Suggestions for Future Research

Three major areas are recomMended for future research. First, there is
a need tc determine whether:systematic desensitization (SD), a counter-
conditioning technique using muscle relaxation and role simUlation, is an
appropriate therapy' for overeoming the debilitating OTects of oral CA among
children::' If CA.is.conditioned, then eounter-conditioning should work to
reduce it. Moreover,'any behavior therapy that can beeffectivelyused by
parents, teachers,. and other profeSsionals to reduce apprehension in young
children should also be investigated/:"--

(

Second, MECA has additional pcAential as a diagnostic device for.early

childhood education specialists. If CA currently increases from grade to
,---grad-aa-gar-data--indicatesl-then7research-in-earIy-CbildhOOd7environments-

. should lead to a better understanding of the causes and development of oral
CA among children.

Finally, while a theory of.oral CA has b en formulated, there is still
a need for'futurre research and testa of that theory which could probably
benefit from'the use,of causal models. The esults from these studies
'indicate that approXiffately 11% of the chil ren'suffer.from the debilitating
effect-S of OrAl.CA. A series of cohort analysis studies might'be designed
:to Allow elementary school students through their educational careers,
/assessing their'apPrehension levels during each school year. :Anterospective,
loncitudThal and path analytic research programs of this type can not holp
but provide' a more accurate understanding of orai CA aMong Children, and
numerous other human communication processes.

14
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FOOTNOTES

1
Requests for reprints should. be sent to Ns. Karen R. Garrison, Hayward

Schuol--TOP Pro!;ram, 1223 North 9th, Lincoln, NE 68508. We are grateful to.

several people for their help in the conduct of this study: Diane Lockwood,
George Merker, Larry Pate, Dan Sullivan, and Andy Wissmiller, University of
,Nebraska, for help in collecting the Nebraska data; Terry Workman and Paul

Monkowski, Lincoln, Nebraska Public Schools; and the principals., stUdents,

and teachers of the Lincoln Public Schoo:Ls.

Special thanks are extended to H. Thomas Hurt and James C. McCroskey,
West yirginia University, for collectilv the Vest Virginia data; and'the
teaChers and'student- of the -d tty pubi_Lc

We are mild," H. i Temlinson-Keasey and = . Patty.

:for, helpful_coments on an eariier_draft of thiS paper.

2Nunnally' s formula = 1 + (n-1) 11)-7)is computed by mu1tiplyi7ig
the number of items in a measureT by the avelate correlation ameng all the
dtems, divided by 1 plus the number of items, minus one, times the avera.0
correlation. Pcarspn prOduct-momentcorrclations arc transformed, via ,

FiSher's procedure, before 'summing the averaging step, and the average
score is then transformed to the 'equivalent Pearson product-moment.correlation
before use in Nunnally's reliability formula 6-18 (cf. Nunhally, 1967, pi)
193-1)4;.and Garon and.Davis' computer program,-1J77).

3Kaiser (1970, P. 405) reports .that."MSA is a function of four 'main_
Oeffects': '(a) NSA improves as the number of variables increases. (b)

iciproV'es as the .(effective) number of factors decrease:3. (c) MSA improves as

the number of subjects increases: (d) MSA increases as the'gencral lev,31 of

'correlation increases."

2 o
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Table

Measure of Elementary Communication Apprehension (AECA) .

Items keyed to subsequent tables)

1. How Jo yuu feel hen you talk to teachers or your principal?

*2. Hoy do you'.feel about talking to someone you don'z ncw verljae11?

;

` \

. flew do you feel when you hold semethinl-, and talk ip,f)ut it?
, -- /- -

f.

4. Hpli do youifeel about talking te people who 'aren't 'close friends?
. .--

,.- -,'", .."

,'/':

,.

1

, .

\
5. How do you feel about talking when you have a mew teacher?

--,
--.,

.

s, -
\

'N.

\,
% ./

i 6 : (9
c: '..10,

I,

I

\
4.1 ' le' --\ .1'

/
---, -

*G. How do you feel about talking a lot When you a::: on a bus?

;Li t

'N.

, \
ACP Co

!. h
I

:

/
1 C,
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. How do you feel when you are picked to be a leader of a group?

*8.

."
..... - .... \. ,

/ \
r C: \ c..; .4,

r m t

(1:o \ , (: 1., e.t,

1 t,

\--.) ........1

talkin:_.. a lot in class?

/ t,'`

--

9. How_do_you_feel when you talk in_frcht of an audience?

10. How de yuu feel about talking to other people?

11. How do you feel about-trying to meet someone new?

N.

o 'i , e--,

I /

.. ....i.-

*12'.. How_ dd you
I

\

feel after you\get up to talk in front of the clas?

N /--- .---'N -----7"--c,,,,'/ / .

/4, c) %,..
I

e:

13, I.uw-do you feel Hien you-know you have to give a speech?

\
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14. How would you feel about giving a speech en television?
.

IS. How do y(L.1 fuel about talking when you are in a small group?

*16. flow do vou feel when you have to talk in a group?

*17. How do you feel when the teacher calls on you?

c

*18. How do'you feel about talking to all of the people who sit,close to you?

La. ,..now__.ap....you...feel_when....yola....te.adiszt...w.ants...xQu..t.Q._to.J.-6,_jr1 Plass?

G

*20. How do you feel when you.talk in front of a large group of,people?

* Scores on these items mugt be reflecfed (6.-X) before summing for :otal sccTe.

2 3
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Table 2

:dccroskey's Alternate Measures of Communication Apprehension'

The following 36 statements concern feelings about communicating with
other people. Please indicate thi3 degree to which each statement applies to
you by circling your response. Hark "YES" if.you strongly agree, "yes" if you
agree, "?" if you are unsure, "no" if you disagree, or "NO".if you strongly
disagree. There are
first impression.

PRCA, Short Form

no right ar wrong answers. Work quickly;. just record your

YES yes ? no NO 1. I look forward to expressing my opinions at meetings.

YES yes ? no NO 2. I am dfraid to express myself in a group.

.YES yes ? no NO 3. I look forward to an opportunity to speak in public.

YES yes ? no NO 4. Although I talk fluently with friends, I am at a loss
for words on the platform.

YES yes ? no NO 5. I always-avoid speaking in public if posSible.

YES Yes ? no NO 6. I feel that I am more-fluent when talking people_to

than most other people are.
YES yes ? no NO 7. I like to get involved in group discussion.
YES ..yes ? no NO 8. I dislike to use my:body and voice expressively.
YES yes ? no NO 0. I'm afraid to speak bp in conversations.

YES yes ? no 'NO 10. I would enjoy preSen ing.a speech on a local television I

show.

Oral Communication Apprehension Scale-

\
\

YES yesc, ? no -NO_

YES yes ? no. NO
YES yes ? no NO
YES yet ? no NO
YES yes ? no NO
-YES' yes ? no NO
YES yes ? .no NO
YES yes ? no NO
YES yes ? ,no NO

11. Talking with omeene neW scares.me.
12. I look forward\ to talking in class.
13. I:don't like.it when it 47,s My---t-urn to talk.

14. I like standin up and talking to a grOup of. people.

15. I like to talk When the whole class listens.
16. Standing up to alk in front Of other people scares me.

17. I like talking tY teachers.
18. I am scared to tfilk to people.

1 _I9. like it when i/tds my turn to talk in class.

-207-1tike'tok-to*Iew-people.

\

Verbal Activity Scale

YES yes .? no Na 21. I enjoy. talk/1.11g,-

YES yes ? -no NO, .22. .Most of the/time Iwould rather be quietthan talk.

YES yes ? no .NO 23. Other people think I am very'quiet.

'YES yes ? no. NO 24I talk Mere than,most People.
YES yes ?; no NO 25.\ Talking/to other:peop. e is one of the things like Iet.

YES., yes I no NO 26.\Most of/the time 1 woilld rather talk than-be quiet.
- 1

YES.!yes' ? no NO 27. I doW/t talk much. 1. \

1

YES yes ? no NO 28. "therpeople thinO talk a lot.
YES yes ,? no NO'\29. Most/people talk more 'than I do.

YES yes ? no NO aa,I thlk a iot.
i \

,:

,

Note. cf. NicOrosk41, 1976b. 2 4
. L
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Table 3

Factor Analysis of MECA .1nstrument

Factor Study One (NebraSka)
II h2

Study Two (West Virginia)
I II h2I

MECA1 .35 -.23 .18 .38 -.18 .13

1ECA2 -.16 .45 .23 -.13 .48 .25

MECA3 .10 -.33 .12 .12 -.30 .10

MECA4- -.44 .21 .24 7.42. ...24 .23

MECA5 .15 -.31 .12 .18 -.27 .10

MECA6 .03 .60* .37 .10 .62* .40 .

-.19 ,69* .51 -.15 .63* .42
.11ECA7

MECA8 -.60* .14 .33 -.68* -.15 .48

MECA9 .42 -.27 .25 .44 -.25- .26

----MECA-10----- .75* -.03- .57- -:75*----.05- .57.

MECA11, .10 -.63* .41 .13 -.60*. .38

1ECA12 -.74* ,-.-00 .55 -.73* .02 .53

MECA13 .17 -.63* .43 .18 -.61* .39

MECA14 -.66* .13 .47 -.65* .20 .46

MECA15 ,65* .00 .42 .65* .01 .45

MECA16 .04 .62-* .39 .05 ..63* .40

MECA17 -.38. .48' .37 -.36 ,...49 .37,

-.74* ..0. .56 ,-.73* .13 .55.MECA18

MECA19 .23 -.51 .31 .25 -.49 .30

MECA20 .65* -.22 .47 .66* -.20 .48:

Cumulative Percentage of Variance
.25 .34, .24 .34

Eigenvalues 5,02 1.85
1/4

4.97 1.06

MSA = .92 MSA = :95

N = 595 N = 2,375

Note. aems numbers keyed to Table 1.
Factor I is labeled public.'
Factor II is labeled interpersonal.

*Items s.elected.
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Means, Standard Deviations, and Reliabilities of West Virginia-Sample
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.Table 4

iby.Crade Level for MECA, PRCA, OCAS, and VAS

INSTRUMENTS

Grade N.

MECA
SD r

10 Item PRCA
5T SD r )7

OCAS
SD X

VAS
SD r

1 23 4513 7.62 .71 24.78 4.21 .53 20.13 5.02 35 32.83 7.75 .67

-2 147 45.39 10.73 .76 27.76 6.34 .52 23.91 7.54 .76 30.89 8.32 .70

3 51 46.70 10.20 .82 6.96 .67 24.02 8.31 .73 30.08 MO .67

148_ 50.26 10.45 .74 28.35 8.15 .76 24.78 8.48 .84 31.91 8.61 .79

5 223 52.53 11.73 .82 28.28 7.54 .82 25.78 7.72 .80 33.99 9.42 .37

6 91 54.18 10.73 .80 27.24 6.36 .57 25.65 6.72 .75 34.45 8.88 .85

7' 140 51.87 11.82 .83 28.54 9.81 26.19 7.63 .84 34.28 9.25 .86

8 268 53.24 9.73 .75 28.57 6.74 .79 26.53 7.02 .84 34.29 G.64 .88

9 354 56.40 10.04 .80 29.10 10.04 .80 27.87 71.11 .83 33.27 7.76 .85

10 410 57.25 11.19 .34 29.72 11.18 .31 27.62 6.90 .34 32.84 8.61 .90

11° 247 53.37 11.52 28.05 7.68 .88- 26.50 8.04 .91 34.97 8.62 .88

12 99 53.13 11.51 .86 27.58 7.26 .87 25.35 7.61 .88 34.93 8.07 .90

2 6
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Table 5

Intercorrelations of Communication Apprehension neasures

4

NECA

1.00

.65*

.58*

.33*

OCAS

1.00

.71*

.36*

PRCA

. 1.00

.40*

VAS

1.00

= Measure of Elementary Communication. Apprehension

= Oral Communication Apprehension Scale

=,Personal Report of Communication Apprehension, Short Form,
= Verbal Activity Scale

27
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Table 6

Intercorrelations of Apprehension Measures by Grade Level

in West Virginia Sample

INSTM1ENTS.

Grade MECA/OCAS-- MECA/PITA---- MECA/VAS OCAS/PRCA-- OCAS/VAS-- -ITCA/VAS

1 .19 -.36 .24 .05 .00 .41

2 .48 .45 .13 .53 .20 .16

. 3 .22 .24 .29 .34 .16 .22

4 .66 .62 .29 .70 .37 .28

5 .64 .59 .27 .70 .28 .36

6 .65 .60 .28 .62 .27 .19

7 .66 .66 .43 .75 .35 .42

8 .67 .64 .42 .75 .41 .40

.:3 .70 .63 .40 .70 .39 .40

10 .66 :58 .47 .76 .51 .54

11 .70 .72 .53 .80 .57 .54

42 .75 .67 .-47. -.-83- -.49 -.50

2 8
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Table 7

Frequency Distribution f'r IECA Scores.

MECA Score

Study 1
N = 595

Frequency

(NebraEla) Study 2
N =-2375

Frequency

. t Virginia)

20-25 0 0 33 1

25-30 0 0 32 1

31-35 0 0 88 3

36-40 3 0 151

41-45 29 5 224 14

46-50 102 17 348 15

51-55 302 50 424 17

56-60 187 31 427 17

61-65 62 10 324 15

66-70 10 1 144 6

71-75 0 0 91 3

76-80 0 0 22 1

81,85 0 0 10 1

86=90 0 0 2 0

91-95 0 0 3 0

96-100 0 0 0

= 54.41
SD = 5.44

2 9

= 53.31
SD = 11.33


